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Introduction

We have been studying ways to generate “specific causal facts.”

Samii (2016, JOP) explains why such specificity is unavoidable in em-
pirical research.

But, the scientific endeavor asks that we generalize, which means mak-
ing counterfactual predictions for novel settings.

Two ways to think about generalization:
I Bare-foot empirical approach (meta-analysis, statistical

extrapolation).
I Through the lens of theory.

Today we will focus on the second.
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Motivation
I Models and generalization: models generate counterfactual

predictions (Acemoglu 2010).

I Clarke and Primo (2010): empirics should guide us in making
useful models (model:empirics as map:geography).

I Ashworth et al. (2019) elaborate on connecting models to
empirics:

I Causal identification for empirics↔ “all else equal” comparative
statics for models

I Reinterpreting: use models to enumerate mechanisms that can
give rise to an observed pattern; use empirics to evaluate these
mechanisms.

I Elaborating: use models to derive a variety of observable
implications; use empirics to evaluate these various observable
implications (≈ “elaborate hypotheses” of Fisher/Rosenbaum).

I Distinguishing: use models to derive distinguishing patterns; use
empirics to assess whether these distinguishing patterns are
present (relate to Nakamura & Steinsson 2018).

I Disentangling: use different empirical studies to measure
importance of different mechanisms implied by different theories.
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Motivation

Three examples:
I Reinterpreting to pinpoint indeterminacies and point the way for

further research,
I Deriving distinguishing patterns and evaluating empirically,
I Use a structural model to infer optimal policy from a randomized

experiment.
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Reinterpreting to pinpoint indeterminacies
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

Following discussion in Wolpin (2013, Section 3.3.1-3.3.3):
I Project STAR: 1985-9 field experiment on effects of class size on

learning.
I Classes within 80 schools randomly assigned to having class

sizes that were small (13-17) vs regular size (22-26) in 1st-3rd
grade.

I Analysis by Krueger (1999): “students in small classes score
about five-seven percentage points higher than those assigned to
regular-size classes” (ca. .2-.3 sd effect).

I Formally, we can express this reduced form effect for student i in
class g with class size Sig and achievement Aig as

Aig = η +αSig +uig.

I How to interpet α?
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

Wolpin has us consider a more complete structural model:

I t = 0 is period between conception and kindergarten, t = 1 is
kindergarten period, t = 2 is first grade period.

I I0 are family inputs in period 0 that affect knowledge, and µ is
the child’s innate ability (independent of inputs).

I Achievement levels in t = 0 are A0 = g0(I0,µ).
I Parental resources are W and their pref for achievement is ε .
I Inputs at t = 0 are utility-maximizing as I0 = f0(W,µ,ε).
I Families choose location given expected school inputs,

S̄1 = φS(A0,W,µ,ε), which relate to actual school choices in
inputs as S1− S̄1 = ψ(A0,µ).

I Family inputs in kindergarten: I1 = f1(A0,W,S1− S̄1,µ,ε).
I Achievement after kindergarten: A1 = g1(I0, I1,S1,µ).
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Pinpointing indeterminacies
I Now, based on this model and taking location decisions as given,

dA1

dS1
=

∂g1

∂S1
+

∂g1

∂ I1

∂ I1

∂ (S1− S̄1)
.

I In Project STAR, the change in class size was unanticipated, and
so location decisions were not affected.

I As such, α corresponds precisely to expected value of dA1
dS1

:

α = E
[

dA1

dS1

]
=
∫ [

∂g1

∂S1
+

∂g1

∂ I1

∂ I1

∂ (S1− S̄1)

]
dF(W,µ,ε).

I Equiv to “total effect of an exogenous change in class size on
achievement, not holding other inputs constant,” not effect of
class size on the achievement production function (E [∂g1/∂S1]).

I An average “policy effect” rather than a ceteris paribus effect.
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

I Policy effects and ceteris paribus effects could relate in various
ways:

I If parents substitute inputs in S1, the policy effect may be smaller
than the ceteris paribus effect.

I But if parents complement, then the opposite would be true.

I So, suppose α = 0. Does this mean the program had “no effect”?
Does it mean that it didn’t improve welfare?

I So there is an indeterminacy here in what, exactly, α means from
a welfare perspective.
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

I Another type of indeterminacy regarding α has to do with the
way that it would relate to kids coming into kindergarten in years
after the experiment in the same schools that were part of the
treatment group.

I Suppose that parents don’t relocate. Nonetheless, once they’ve
learned about the change they have a new S̄1, and so may adjust
I0. So for this second wave of kids

E
[

dA1

dS1

]
=
∫ [

∂g1

∂S1
+

∂g1

∂ I0

∂ I0

∂ S̄1
+

∂g1

∂ I1

(
∂ I1

∂ S̄1
+

∂ I1

∂ (S1− S̄1)

)]
dF(W,µ,ε)

which generally is not equal to α .
I So we are already forced to speculate in making inferences to

these kids – the little brothers and sisters of experimental first
cohort!

I Now allow for relocation...
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

I The structural model allows us to identify two types of
indeterminacies:

I Welfare impact given an estimate of α .
I Implications for keeping the treatment in place.

I What are the implications for how a research program should
proceed?

I Would have been nice for this analysis to precede the
implementation of the experiment to define additional outcomes
and effects to measure: theory-informed pre-analysis plan.

I Offers suggestions on what kind of research should follow...
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Pinpointing indeterminacies
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

I A second example comes from Bueno de Mesquita & Tyson
(2020).

I “What is the effect of protest on government policy?”
I A common research design is to use, e.g., rainfall as an

instrument for whether protest happens. What does this tell us?
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

Bueno de Mesquita & Tyson (2020) consider the following example:
I Protestors are either high benefit, θ , or low benefit, θ . High

types exist with probability p, known to govt.
I Cost of protesting may be high, c, or low, c.
I Protest only occurs if benefit exceeds cost. Let θ > c > θ > c.

High types always protest, low type only when costs are low.
I Govt. observes whether protest occurs, I, thens form posterior

belief p̂ about whether observing θ type.
I Govt. formulates a response as

r(I, p̂) =
{

α +β p̂ if I= 1
α +β p̂ if I= 0

I α terms are “direct effect of protest” and β terms are
“informational effect.”
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

I Suppose we have random coin-flip shocks that affect costs, such
that shocks make it so that both types are willing to protest.

I If these shocks are hidden to the govt., then upon observing
protest, govt. can only infer p̂ = 2p/(1+p), and upon no protest,
p̂ = 0.

I The reduced form effect of a such a change in costs is thus,

r
(

1,
2p

1+p

)
−
[

r
(

1,
2p

1+p

)
+(1−p)r(0,0)

]
= (1−p)

[
α−α +β

(
2p

1+p

)]
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

I But if shocks are observable to the govt.. Upon protest, govt.
will also look to whether there is a cost shock. If there is, govt.
can only infer p̂ = p, if there is not, then govt. can infer p̂ = 1.
No protest only happens in the absence of a shock, and in that
case p̂ = 0.

I The reduced form effect of this change in observable costs is

r(1,p)− [pr(1,1)+(1−p)r(0,0)] = (1−p)(α−α).

I Unlike before, the informational effect is no longer present.
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Pinpointing indeterminacies

Implications of the analysis:
I The analysis here applies to situations where you have

“treatments” that are the product of choices that may signal
information to those whose responses serve as the effects of
interest.

I Generally, it is important to assess whether the research design
targets a causal quantity that you really care about.
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Deriving distinguishing patterns and evaluating empirically
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Deriving distinguishing patterns

I Following Brollo and Nannicini (2012).
I Context: Brazil, president makes decisions on how to allocate

transfers of federal funds to municipal mayors.
I Goal: derive patterns from a model that would distinguish

politicized transfer behavior.
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Deriving distinguishing patterns
I Specification of president’s problem: choose τ over

municipalities indexed by i,

max
τ

{
(1−θ)︸ ︷︷ ︸

credit to pres.

∑
i

U(τi)︸ ︷︷ ︸
voter gratitude

+∑
i

R︸︷︷︸
value of aligned mayor

Pr[ VMi︸︷︷︸
aligned cand. vote margin

> 0]

−∑
i

C(τi)
}

where

VMi︸︷︷︸
vote margin for aligned cand.

=ρ VM0
i︸︷︷︸

prev. election

+ θ︸︷︷︸
credit to mayor

(2 Pi︸︷︷︸
=1 if incumb. aligned, 0 o/w

−1) f (τi)︸︷︷︸
translates transfers to votes

+ εi

I U(·), C(·), f (·) increasing, concave.
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Deriving distinguishing patterns

I If ε ∼ N(0,σ2), then we have a latent index model for election
in i with

Pr[VMi > 0] = Φ

[
ρVM0

i +θ(2Pi−1)f (τi)

σ

]
.
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Giving meaning to a local effect

I FOC for president:

(1−θ)U′+R
θ(2Pi−1)f ′

σ
φ

[
ρVM0

i +θ(2Pi−1)f (τi)

σ

]
−C′= 0.

I If θ = 0 or f ′ = 0, then no tactical transfer behavior.
I Otherwise, pres considers effects on mayors’ elections.

I Consider what happens around MVP0
i = 0. To the left, Pi = 0, to

the right Pi = 1. As such, to the left, transfers are costly, while to
the right beneficial.

I Indeed, optimal transfers vary most starkly just on either side of
this MVP0

i = 0 threshold (evident from fact that φ is largest when
MVP0

i = 0).
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Giving meaning to a local effect
Tying Your Enemy’s Hands in Close Races November 2012

FIGURE 1. Politically Motivated Transfers

MVPi
00

Won by opposition party
(Pi=0)

Won by President’s party
(Pi=1)

τi

τ*: (1-θ)U’(τ*)=C’(τ*)

11-

Notes: Politically motivated transfers as a function of the past margin of victory of the candidate aligned with the president.

president penalizes unaligned municipalities lost by a
narrow margin because, especially there, transfers will
make a difference in the next election. Similarly, when
MVP0

i > 0, the president favors aligned municipalities
won by a narrow margin.12

Comparative statics. The model also delivers com-
parative statics results, as the size of the causal impact
of political alignment on transfers in close elections
depends on the model’s parameters. The local ATE
at zero increases if the value of political capital (R)
increases. In fact, by the implicit function theorem,
∂τi/∂R > 0 if Pi = 1; and ∂τi/∂R < 0 if Pi = 0. Similarly,
it is easy to see that the ATE increases if the variance
of the random shock (σ2) decreases. With a slight abuse
of notation, we can also state that the ATE increases
if the marginal impact of transfers on votes, i.e., their
effectiveness f ′(τi), increases. Assuming f (.) to be lin-
ear, for instance, delivers the same comparative statics
result obtained on R for the political effectiveness of
transfers. The impact of political credit spillovers, as
captured by θ, is instead unclear, because the relation-
ship between θ and the optimal transfers turns out to
be ambiguous.

Identification

The close-race RD design setup (Lee 2008) is partic-
ularly suited to take the previous predictions to the

12 The theoretical results summarized in Proposition 1 and Proposi-
tion 2 are graphically shown in Figure 1, where the optimal amount
of politically motivated transfers to municipality i is expressed as a
function of the past margin of victory. There, the dashed horizontal
line represents τ∗ and the solid lines on the two sides of zero depict
the politically optimal transfers as a function of MVP0

i . The sharp
jump at zero is the local ATE of political alignment in razor-close
elections.

data and estimate the causal effect of political align-
ment on the amount of (discretionary) federal trans-
fers. Define τit(1) as the potential transfers received
by municipality i during term t if the mayor is politi-
cally aligned with the president, and τit(0) as the po-
tential transfers of the same municipality if the mayor
is not aligned with the president. The variable Pit de-
fines political alignment. The observed outcome is thus
τit = Pit · τit(1) + (1 − Pit) · τit(0). The estimand of in-
terest is the ATE, E[τit(1) − τit(0)], defined over some
subpopulation of interest.

Define Wi as municipality-specific covariates (includ-
ing state fixed effects), Xit as (time-varying) mayoral
characteristics, and δt as term fixed effects. In the ordi-
nary least squares (OLS) model,

τit = α + πPit + W′
iβ + X′

itφ + δt + εit, (5)

the estimated π̂ generally provides a biased estimate of
the ATE as long as towns with different unobservables
that affect federal transfers self-select into political
alignment.

Instead, a difference-in-differences estimator can
control for time-invariant confounding factors through
municipality fixed effects γi:

τit = α + πPit + X′
itφ + γi + δt + εit. (6)

However, in this model, π̂ may also fall short of pro-
viding an unbiased estimate of the ATE because unob-
servable confounding factors may also vary over time.

To address the presence of both time-invariant and
time-varying confounding factors, we implement an
RD strategy in the spirit of Lee (2008) and com-
pare municipalities for which the aligned candidate
barely won with municipalities for which the aligned

746
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Giving meaning to a local effect

I Motivates an RD design:
I under the model, a positive RD effect implies tactical allocation;
I no effect means no such tactical allocation
I (; negative effect...who knows).
I can also check slopes of conditional mean functions on either side

of discontinuity to see if consistent with model.
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Giving meaning to a local effectAmerican Political Science Review Vol. 106, No. 4

FIGURE 3. Political Alignment and Federal Transfers
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Notes: The central line is a spline third-order polynomial in the margin of victory of the president’s coalition or the president’s party,
fitted over the interval [−0.80, +0.80]; the lateral lines represent the 95% confidence interval. Scatter points are averaged over five-unit
intervals. Two-candidate (three-candidate) races are those where only two (three) candidates run for mayor and one of them is affiliated
with the president’s coalition or party.

of the incumbent political party is interesting, keeping
in mind that many factors besides politically motivated
transfers may drive this differential incumbency advan-
tage (if any). For instance, a positive impact of political
alignment on reelection might capture a “bandwagon”
effect on the side of voters and interest groups prone to
support politicians connected with the national leader
who won the last presidential election. In the first two
columns of Table 5, we repeat our RD specifications
with the incumbent party’s reelection as a dependent
variable.

Being aligned with the president increases the
chances for reelection, although point estimates are
precisely estimated only in the (larger) three-candidate
sample or with OLS in close intervals. Under the addi-
tional hypothesis that the reelection effect of transfers
is first order with respect to other motivations and given
that, on average, political alignment increases transfers
by approximately one-third and reelection by approxi-
mately 25%, the elasticity of reelection with respect to
transfers should be slightly less than 1.

Our model also assumes that aligned mayors are
valuable assets for the president. This assumption may
be related to electoral advantages (if mayors seek votes
for their preferred presidential candidate), rent seek-

ing (such as collecting funds on behalf of the party), or
mere policy congruence. To assess the plausibility of the
first channel, we repeat our RD estimations with the
municipal vote share of the president (or the candidate
of the same party) in the future presidential election as
a dependent variable in the last two columns of Table
5. The baseline estimates with spline polynomial ap-
proximation point to a gain of about 2 (coalition) or
3 (party) percentage points for presidential candidates
who can count on aligned mayors. Yet, the results are
not robust for three-candidate races or for the use of
alternative estimators. However, some evidence exists
that at least part of the political capital associated with
aligned mayors might arise from electoral advantages.

The results presented above disclose a strong effect
of political alignment on federal transfers in razor-
close elections, which our model identifies as an upper
bound of tactical redistribution. To shed more light
on the politics of opportunistic transfers and to as-
sess the comparative statics predictions of our model,
we now evaluate the heterogeneity of this treatment
effect. In other words, we interact our baseline RD
spline polynomial specification with different (binary)
heterogeneity dimensions to assess whether the esti-
mated ATE is statistically different in some respects. In

755
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Use a structural model to infer optimal policy
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Use a structural model to infer optimal policy

I Banerjee et al. (2019) study strategies to combat drunk driving.
I RCT: “sobriety checkpoints were either rotated among 3

locations or fixed in the best location, and the intensity
[(checkpoints/week, duration of campaign, incentives)] of the
crackdown was cross-randomized.”

I Assessed outcomes on traffic volume, number of drunk drivers
apprehended, police movement, accidents, and deaths.
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Use a structural model to infer optimal policy

They first carry out reduced form analysis:
I “Rotating checkpoints reduced night accidents by 17%, and

night deaths by 25%, while fixed checkpoints had no significant
effects.”

Table 4: Fixed vs. Rotating Pooled Results
Daylight Darkness Day & Night

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Accidents Deaths Accidents Deaths Deaths

Fixed checkpoints -0.0021 -0.0041 -0.0016 -0.0029 -0.0046
during & post
intervention

(0.0045) (0.0033) (0.0029) (0.0023) (0.0035)

Rotating checkpoints 0.0084ú -0.0005 -0.0096úúú -0.0050ú -0.0026
during & post
intervention

(0.0045) (0.0036) (0.0028) (0.0029) (0.0041)

Month fixed e�ects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Police Station FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mean of dep. variable 0.085 0.029 0.033 0.016 0.045
P-value of test fixed =
rotating e�ect

0.0398 0.378 0.0130 0.473 0.660

N 5090 4724 5090 4724 5090

This table presents the impact of fixed and rotating checkpoint interventions on the number
of monthly road accidents and deaths from August 2010-October 2012. The during & post
intervention variable is positive for the duration of the sobriety crackdown and 90 days
afterwards. Accident/death counts have been re-normalized to the per-day level. Each
observation corresponds to a police-station month, with months that span the beginning or
end of the intervention divided into 2 observations using daily accident/death data and weighted
accordingly. All data was taken from police administrative reports, as collected in both treatment
and control police stations. Hourly death data was not available for some months, hence columns
2 and 4 have fewer observations.
Standard errors in parentheses clustered at the police station level. ú p < 0.10, úú p < 0.05, úúú

p < 0.01
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Use a structural model to infer optimal policy
Then use RCT data to calibrate a structural model and determine “op-
timal” strategy:

I Accounts for driver learning and strategic response.
I Allows them to evaluate counterfactual policies.
I Rotating checkpoints dominate in experiment, so focus on them.
I Optimize wrt duration and distribution over primary vs

secondary roads.
Table 11: Optimal Crackdown Strategy and Duration

Prior Implementation Compliance
Warning Full Partial

Duration Pct. on
road 1

Decrease
in drunken

driving

Duration Pct. on
road 1

Decrease
in drunken

driving

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Estimated
beliefs

No 82 days 35% 36.1% 83 days 35% 25.0%

Yes 77 days 20% 46.6% 81 days 35% 36.5%

Equilibrium
beliefs

No 21 days 75% 89.9% 43 days 95% 71.7%

Yes >31 days 35% 100% >31 days 35% 100%

This table displays the parameters and e�ectiveness of the optimal anti-drunken driving campaign
that allocates 20 checkpoints over up to 90 days and across 3 locations. E�ectiveness is measured
by the undiscounted share of agents drinking and driving on any road over the 90 days after the
first checkpoint. Parameters used in rows 1 and 2 (“Estimated beliefs”) are all as estimated in
the baseline model. Parameters used in rows 3 and 4 are as estimated from the data for drivers’
utilities, but with beliefs constrained to equal police strategies in expectation; see details in Section
6.4. Counterfactual strategies estimated in rows 1 and 3 assume (as was the case in the empirical
intervention) that drivers have no prior warning of the beginning of drunken driving enforcement.
Rows 2 and 4 assume that all drivers are informed of the beginning of the campaign. Columns 1
and 4 show the duration of the optimal campaign, and columns 2 and 5 show the share of checks
allocated to road 1. The remaining checks are equally divided between roads 2 and 3. Columns 3
and 6 show the decrease in drunken driving induced by the campaign relative to the share of drivers
drinking and driving on the night just prior to the first checkpoint.
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Conclusions

I Theoretical models are a tool for counterfactual prediction, but
the problem is you can make a model to motivate almost any
prediction.

I Empirics are a way of gaining insight on how the world works,
but the problem is that without the discipline of a formal model
you might overstep (e.g., Project STAR example).

I A goal, then, is to find productive ways to get models and
empirics to interact.
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